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Foods Committee Starts This Month
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Racism Ravages B.C. Schools
VANCOUVER (CUPZL) Racism is increasing in British
Columbia Schools this fall, a
B.C. teachers' Federation spokesman said Wednesday.
Wes Knapp, a member of
the Federation's Task Force on
Racism, said racial slurs and
verbal abuse of racial minorities
have given way to physical
abuse and violent beatings.
Knapp told first-year university of B.C. students that many
school trusties are unwilling to
initiate programs to solve the
racism problem.
Individual efforts by teachers to solve the problem often
result in conflicts with school
trustees and school authorities,
Knapp said. These conflicts can
result in increased racial attacks
and cause humiliation 'to the
victims.
"We cannot tackle this
problem alone," Knapp said,

adding that Local Teachers'
Associations must help solve
it.
Knapp said schoolteachers
bear much of the responsibility
for solving the racism problem.
"We need curriculum programs to deal wiin racism and encourage understanding among
our variety of communities.
"The Federation hopes to make
schools "places where diversity
is accepted and human dignity
is protected," he said.
Racial
discrimination
is
also reflected in the composition of teaching staffs, Knapp
said. Of B.C's 29,000 teachers
only 40 are Native Indians,
he said.
To prove his point, Knapp
presented the controversial
slide show 'Racism in B.C."
although the federation has
endorsed the slide show for
use in shoots, it has been banned
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by several greater Vancouver
: ;chool boards.
trustees
have
School
; iccused the film of causing trouold
i)le
and
"reopening
•,vounds."
The slide show presents a
history of racial injustice.
Almost every immigrant
group experienced racial or
cultural oppression in B.C.,
especially during periods of
iiconomic hardship.
In 1886, the Workingmen's
Protective Association organized
whites against Chinese workers.
Attacks were launched against Germans in 1915 when the
Lusitama riots hit Victoria.

Indian-Metis Student Association
Funded by a grant from the Federal Government, Indian and
Metis students in Manitoba colleges and universities have recently
formed the Indian Metis Student Association. The Association
would like to have representatives from Red River Community
College. Interested students should contact the Association at
269-1156 or leave their name, address and phone, number with
Diane Tyler, Building C 717.
The Association is planning a two-day seminar to be held
in early December. The seminar is free to participants and
includes meals and entertainment. The seminar intends to find
methods of improving the financial position of native students.
The Association will also subsidize trips and socials. There
is no fee for membership.

A foods committee proposal
for RRCC has been approved by
administration, and the committee, designed to monitor the
college's eating facilities, should'
be operational by mid-November.
, Organized by business administration student Gord Gould,
the committee is to function
was within the following terms
of reference:
- to investigate the present
status of food services oncampus
- to make recommendations to•
wards the formation of a long
term policy
-to receive suggestions for chan•
ges and/or improvements in the
day-to-day service
-to investigate complaints of 2
serious nature
"I'm really interested in the

idea, " said Student Services
Supervisor Diane Tyler, who
worked with Gould in drafting
the committee proposal.
"I
think it will work very well."
College director Les Talbot,
who gave final approval of the
proposal, will act as committee
chairman.
The committee of 15 includes
students, faculty and Food Services representatives.
The Student Association will
appoint three student members,
one staff member will be chosen
from each of the four college
divisions, and four students will
be selected at large after applying for membership.
Food Services will be represented by the supervisor, head
of production, head of training,
and one staff member to be appointed by Applied Arts

Chairman David Williamson.
All committee members must
regularly utilize the on-campus
eating facilities, which include
the Buffalo Cafeteria, Assiniboia
Inn, Voyageur dining room, and
Green and Gold lunchroom.
Food Services production
manager Ron Fife said he was
surprised to learn of the new
committee, and was not consulted for planning or approval of
the organization.
"I want to meet with those
who are organizing the committee before I will accept it,"
said Fife. "So far everything has
been done behind our (Food
Services) backs."
Diane Tyler said committee
organizers did not intend to
exclude Fife from the committee in any way, and that as a
committee member, he will be

entitled to recommend changes
in any of the terms drawn up
so far.
"We
wanted to get the
committee going as soon as
possible," she explained.
"Mr. Fife's supervisor has been
away ill, so we went ahead under Mr. Williamson's authority.

Although Fife said he approves of the committee in
principle, he is afraid Food Services might be subjected to unreasonable criticism and demands.
"We are always open to constructive criticism, and in this
continued on page 3
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Civil Service Cut Suggested
by John Bowman

CRAZY OX
STUDENTS
CAMPUS
STORE
LOCATED AT THE BASE OF
BLD 'C' IN THE TOWER LOUNGE

JEAN CLEARANCE SALE
Bucky Scrub-A-Dubs
Jeans Sale $6.99 EA.
14 oz Denim/pre washed
sizes 28-36 Collectively
Matching Vest
Sale $6.99 EA.

Assorted Famous Maker Jeans Sale $9.99 EA.
(Landluber, Bullitt, Etc)
$6.99 EA.

FREE WITH EVERY VEST PURCHASED
ONE DENIM HAND BAG

If Manitoba's Conservative
government is following-111nd:
vice contained in David Young's
"Essay on Bureaucracy", the
jobs of 25 to 30 per cent of our
provincial civil servants may be
in jeopardy.
Young, formerly an executive
assistant to Premier Duff Roblin
wrote his essay in January of
1976 as "a device for understanding the operations of a bureaucracy and as a tool to those who
would control them." The
essay lays out in detail how a
former opposition party once
elected can proceed to curtail
the power of the bureaucracy
and cut the size of the civil
service. And although the Lyon
government has not followed the
recommendations of the 47 page
document to the letter, a
number of Young's suggestions
have already been acted on.
One of Young's recommendations is that the public " should
be prepared for a confrontation
between the government and the
bureaucracy." He suggests.
"Election pamphlets, speeches
and statements by political figures should outline the intention of reducing the size of

government." Cuts in the size
'of government were definitely
in the PC election platform.
Young also states "recalcil
trant senior staff members
should be removed and replaced." He adds, "it would be
prudent to dismiss a few at
the outset to encourage the
others." Lyon's quick dismissal of the three deputy ministers corresponds to this part
of the plan.
"Since it will be essential
to withhold authority from the
bureaucracy during the first
weeks or months of the administration," Young recommends
the creation of a "core group"
"within the first four or five
days of the administration."
The Task Force, headed by
Sidney Spivak, serves the purpose of this "core group".
For reasons revealed later,
Young suggests the group be
made up of people from the
private sector or those with
"extensive experience with
bureaucracies" but not elected
representatives. Spivak will be
the only "political representative" on the Task Force, according to Premier Lyon. Lyon
•

Inside this Issue
MACSW Celebrates 10 years of action
Union Rep discusses Inco layoffs
Is Winnipeg ready to punk till it pukes
Beausejour prepares for power tobaggan races
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11

said, "citizens from various parts
Orthe"private sector" make
up part of the Task Force membership.
The report also states, "Such
units as planning and management agencies...would be the
first to be dimissed." Last
Friday, the staff of the Planning
Secretariat of the provincial
government were informed that
their department would be scrapped and they would be moved
to other branches of government.
If the recommendations in
the Young essay continue to be
followed, we haven't seen anything yet. The author's main
point in the essay is "that a
careful pruning of the public
service to the extent of 25 or
30 per cent could be achieved
without reducing services in any
substantial way."
Dealing with the specifics of
what jobs should be cut, Young
suggests that "roughly 80 per
cent of persons charged with
program planning, policy review
and policy research" should be
dismissed. Also to be cnt are
"public service personnel providing services least in demand by
the public" as proposed by
senior administrators in each
department. A percentage of
support staff and senior administrators equal to the percentage of department staff reduced will also have to go. It
is also recommended that senior
administrators "unable to accept
or unwilling to understand the
foregoing" be dismissed. Reductions of at least 5 per cent
should occur in all departments
or agencies, according to Young
"merely to remove incompetent
personnel."
In deciding what programs to
cut back, Young notes, "detailed
analysis becomes impractical"
due to the necessity for "the
decision - makers to seize alithocontinued on page 5

Does R RCC seem to be falling down around your
ears or disappearing beneath your feet? Well all is not
as it seems. Page 5 has further details.

Students Lack Literacy
Exactly one half of the first year students enrolled at Vanier
Snowdon College, and English Montreal CEGEPhave below average literacy in English, according to a report released by the
English Department.
Based on English proficiency tests given to students entering
Vanier in September tit e report reveals that 400 of the 800
students tested were considered below the passing level for the
exam.
The forty five minute exam, based on the "Missouri CollegeEnglist Tests", were included in more than a year of study by
the colleges English Department to determine the need for remedial courses in English for first year students.
Ann Blott, a Teacher in the English Department, was not
surprised by the results. "High Schools should teach more courses in basic grammar," she said. "What they teach now is
inadequate."
Since remedial level English classes could not accomodate
all the students who did not pass the test, the lowest twenty per
cent were placed in fundamental English.
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Food Committee

ACTION LINE

Tues. Nov. 15th—

WANT TO KNOW IF THE SOCIAL IS SOLD OUT
WANT TO KNOW WHAT SPECIAL EVENTS
ARE TAKING PLACE THIS WEEK
WHERE IS VIDEO '77 SHOW TOMORROW
CALL THE S.A. ACTION LINE 632 - 2375
OPERATING AFTER 4:30 PM & ON WEEK-ENDS

Scheduled for Tuesday Nov. 8th at noon
Is postponed until January.

1st PRIZE $300 CASH
Enter the 36hr Charity Dance Marathon taking
place front Noon Friday Dec. 16th through Sat.
midnight Dec. 17th. Proceeds go to the Society
of Crippled Children & Adults - . More information
available

Age & Opportunity
Any RRCC students willing to privide any type of
free or low cost entertainment for senior citizens
groups in Winnipeg are asked to call Doug
WASLIW OR AMOY ONG at 947 - 1276. Just
about any type of entertainment would be welcomed - singers, slide-show presenters, or whatever.

WINE &
CHEESE
(with beer)
featuring

Bill Steele
Wed. Nov. 9th

Cave 4 p.m. - 7:00pm.
Adm: 50 cents.

BILL EAKIN:
PHOTOGRAPHS
OCTOBER 25
NOVEMBER 15, 1977
OPENING TUESDAY,
OCTOBER 25, 8 PM
ARTHUR STREET
GALLERY
54 ARTHUR STREET,
WINNIPEG

What's it like to be an american
military man;
declare your
homosexuality & find yourself
out on the street?
Find out why this story rated the
front cover of Time magazine &
hours of media coverage. Meet
the person it all happened to.
TOWER LOUNGE 11 A.M.

Wednesday Nov.—
16th
11 & 12 noon

NOTICE -

Heartaches Razz Band

From Page 1
sense the committee is a good
The university's food services
idea," he said, "but those who
are run by the Saga catering
criticise our service must underfirm, whereas RRCC's services
stand our limitations."
are staffed by government emWe have guidelines and budployees. McDonald, who is
get restrictions to meet. For
Saga's western district manager.
example, our budget has to be
admitted the catering firm's
submitted one year in advance,
constraints are probably someso already we are trying to assess
what more flexible than RRCC's
next year's needs. Major changuidelines.
ges can be costly, and people
"We do have certain cost reshave to realize • this if they're
trictions, but as long as we stay
going to make demands on us."
within a given range, we can adThe committee is a channel
just menus and make substitufor two-way communication,
tions to satisfy those who use
Ms. Tyler said, so , Food Serour facilities."
vices representatives such as Fife
McDonald said he feels it
would be a mistake for RRCC's
will at least be able to justify
Food Services' management to
their positions if they feel
reject the proposed committee
criticism is misguided.
Gould said his involvement
because it fears criticism.
"Personally, I prefer hearing
with the University of Manigriefs from a committee of 15
toba's food committee prompto facing 15,000 students."
ted him to suggest a similar
"Also, the committee can
group for RRCC.
a channel for compliments as
"I think the people at the
will as complaints," McDonald
college need a channel for voiadded.
cing their views on the food
Gould said any students who
services here," he said.
would like to sit on the commiThe University of Manitoba's
ttee should submit applications
Central Food Committee and
to the Projector. Four members
three additional local commitwill be chosen.
teeswere designed for the same
"Student interest and partipurpose, according to Jack
cipation is vital if the committee
McDonald, director of Food Seris to succeed," he said.
vices at the university.
"We want people to continue
When Saga catering started
using the college's eating facioperating here five years ago, the
lities and to be satisfied."
food committees were immediately set up as a means of checking our food services. The
central committee - eight student members and seven from
administration - acts as a sounding board for testing any new
ideas we might have. It's a
communication link between
food services, administration,
and the student body."

SPEAKING OUT

FROM THE S.A. OFFICE D.M. 20 or EXT. 370

Crazy Concert

How to relax & enjoy exams
The 60 sec. Hangover Cure Jerry
Teplite has all the answer.
Two sessions 11AM & 12 Noon
in the Tower Lounge .

FRI DAYFEST
Pub

featuring
ONE OF THE MOST TALENTED GROUPS
IN CANADA

GARFIELD
(Back by popular demand)
Fri. Nov. 18th
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South Gym Adm. S1.00

Anti Apartheid
Movement
On Remembrance week-end, November 12/13, 1977,
support groups of the three leading liberation movements of Southern Africa will meet in conference in Winnipeg (Maryland Hotel). The main purpose of the conference will be to form a national Canadian body to coordinate all support and aid projected for the liberation
struggle in Southern Africa. The conference is
sponsored by the Canadians Concerned about Southern
Africa, but will have delegates from all the major centres
- in Canada.
Prominent speakers and internationally known representatives of the three liberation movements will be in attendance; and will include Reg. September the European
representative of the African National Congress of
South Africa; Joseph Dube Caribbean representative of
the Patriotic Front of Zimbabwe; Steven Dlamini exRobben Island detainee and president of the South
African Congress of Trade Unions (SACTU) and
Leslie Harriman of the United Nations Centre on
Apartheid.
Workshops will be held on both Sat. (12) and Sun.
(13 Nov.) and will include the following topics:
1. Mobilization of churches/labour/students/teachers
2. Canadian Complicity in the economic/military/government levels
3. Support Campaigns for boycotts/material aid/polit.
ical prisoners
The news media is invited to be present at the opening
ceremonies at 9:30 am on Sat. 12 and at the banquet at
6:30 pm on Sat. 12. Further information can be obtained by calling 257 - 1661 between 5 - 7 pm.

Grey Cup Pool Tickets
Proceeds to R.R.C.C.
Day Care
Available From:
S.A. Office
Crazy Ox
RRCC Day Care
staff and parents
Only 50 cents each!
Help us fill up our
sand box!

e v,,-;;;;;;;;
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Initiative & S.A. Help
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been well used, and perhaps
can't be used by the members
of next year's club, that's fine,
at least we know the club is actually functioning."

Second year Child Care students have organized fund raising activities such as two bake
sales, a hot dog sale and a health
food sale. The revenue from
these projects will aid in covering the cost of their graduation,
to be held at the Canoe Club,
said Sandy Maclean, Student
Association (SA) representative
and child Care student.
Child Care is just one example of the manycoursesand clubs
requiring funds for graduation,
pins or equipment.
Our present SA initiated a
"Club Grant Fund", by which a
course or club may apply for
financial assistance. Completed
applications are submitted to the
SA and reviewed by the student
council.
"The course or club should
show a little initiative, and try
to raise some money on its
own," said Harold Kroeker, SA
vice-president. "The grant would then make up the difference."
During the summer the SA
also decided on a plan of action
regarding socials.
If a club decided to purchase expensive equipment,
which could be utilized from
year to year, the SA usually agrees on a loan as opposed to a
grant. The loan is considered
paid off once the equipment is
returned at the close of the
school year.
"This way the members of
the club take a more serious approach to the equipment, since
they are ultimately responsible
for it," Koroeker said. "If the
equipment is returned to us in
a condition that is evidence its
.. .... . .....
:.
.....
. : .. .. ..
.. ... .......................................
......

RED RIVER COLLEGE DISCOUNT

;

20/

ON ALL
STOCK

ORIGINAL
PURCHASE ONLY

VALID WITH STUDENT CARD OR PAPER AD

"WINNIPEG'S NEWEST"
•I

.... Bringing to Winnipeg a side of
clothes for men conscious
jasmon in what they wear.

Casual versatile and very affordable."

Hurry to take advantage

Suits - Shirts - Sweaters
Pants - Overcoats - Shoes

Use our
convenient
Lay-Away Plan

203 - 99 OSBORNE

(OSBORNE VILLAGE)

—

_

So far the club Grant Fund
is working out well, according to
Kroeker. "More communication
exists now between the club or
course and the SA."

.
.....

......................................................

;

.... . .

.

........ ..
.
.......... - . -

.................

:
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Xmas Craft
Bazar
Dec. 6 — 8
TOWER LOUNGE
DAILY
ANY STUDENT WHO
WISHES TO OBTAIN
AN EXHIBIT BOOTH
IS ASKED TO NOTIFY
LYN JOHNSTON AT
THE SA OFFICE
IMMEDIATELY

11154.01

1111,11••

G1* S

1141044.
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NOTICE TO ALL EXCUTIVE & COUNCIL
MEMBERS
The next meeting of the
Students' Association Council will be held on November 14, 1977 at 4:00 p.m.
in Room D - 105. Your
attendance is requested. If
you have any items you would
like put on the Agenda, please
see Bruce Hamilton before
November 10, 1977.
Bruce Hamilton
President.
I
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More power to the People !
Advance gives more power to the people who
wouldn't think of living without music.
Advance proudly introduces the most powerful stereo receiver in the world . . . The Marantz
2385.
The Marantz 2385 AM / FM Stereo Receiver is
a new generation of high fidelity components for a
new generation of music purists.
Experience 185 watts' per channel. . . with less
than 0.05% total harmonic distortion. There's al-

The world's most respected
sittaritaanalts.
'into 8 Ohms, minimum continuous power output from 20 Hz
to 20 kHz. And that says aloe

most no distortion to come between you and the
music.
Come to Advance to view the most powerful
stereo receiver in the world ... The Marantz 2385.
Elate in every heartbeat, every nuance your music has to offer .
The Marantz 2385 must be heard to truly understand its full capabilities in music reproduction.
More Power to the People!

-Advance
1300 Portage Ave. Ph. 786-6541
The professionals who give you more.

Editorial
Canada has come of age at
last. The October Crisis, Sky
Shops Affair, Lougheed, MacKenzie Valley, CANDU ,Inco and
national unity...a tew -Canadian
household words as at home on
our lips as Watergate is to the
American people. Oh, and we
have that too.
The great Canadian cover-up
has surfaced and the story unfolds. In 1973 the RCMP broke
into a Parti Quebecois office in
Montreal, without a warrant and
took computer tapes containing
names of the Party's membership and financial information.
The RCMP transcribed the information and neatly returned
them to the PQ office.
This break-in was not the
first. In October of 1972, three
police officers and an RCMP
Chief were charged and convicted of breaking into offices
of the Agence de Presse Libre
in Montreal without a warrant.
Since then a royal commission inquiry headed by Mr.
Justice David McDonald was
appointed to investigate several
other alleged illegal actions by
the RCMP.
Scandal and controversy are
not new to Canadian political
history. It's only that the sophistication of today's media
allows a wider and deeper perspective and we see that some of
those in high places whom we
expect to see sowing the seeds of
democracy are instead exhibiting
quite a different interpretation
of freedom and to whom the law
of the land applies.
Then on Monday, October 31,
Solicitor-General Francis Fox
admitted the RCMP were indeed
responsible for the theft of dynamite from a construction company and for burning a barn during the course of one of their
investigations.
The setting becomes more bizarre when last Monday Conservative member Elmer MacKay
told the House of Commons that
a bugging device was found inside a chair in his office. The
Solicitor-General and the RCMP
denied any knowledge of the
device.
Prime Minister Trudeau said
he had been made aware in
1973 that the RCMP was conducting surveillence of the Parti
Quebecois and ordered it to stop
but that he had no knowledge
of the break-in and theft of
tapes.

Mr. Trudeau said he felt regret about the incidents but he
would not condemn the RCMP.
He defended the RCMP Security
Servic's methods in cases where
the security of Canada is threatened, saying the police just
might have to overstep the law.
He even suggested that some
laws may have to oe changed to
broaden the Security Service's
mandate to carry out their duties in the interest of national
security, citing the October Crisis as an example.
Allan Borovay of the Canadian Civil Liberities Association
said in a CBC news special last
Monday that we are riot talking
about "mere breaches of law"
but criminal acts of theft, burglary and arson.
Now the facts are snowballing. By the time you read this,
the political storm this has
caused will be raging harder than
ever or will it? Or will Trudeau
and his "what's all the fuss
about " attitude manage to
downplay the implications that
illegal police actions may have
on every Canadian citizen?
During an Emergency Debate
in the House of Commons last
Monday, Conservative Leader
Joe Clark pushed the issue even

further. He asked the Liberal
cabinet just who is running the
RCMP? Who sets the policies
for their operations and who authorized the Security Service to
break into the PQ office?
NDP Leader Ed Broadbent
joined Mr. Clark in saying the
actions of the RCMP are a ministerial responsibility and the
cabinet must insure that matters
of policy and implementation of
the law are carried out. Also
Parliament should have been
informed earlier of any breaking
of the law.
Mr. Clark said the SolicitorGeneral knew of these illegal
acts a week prior to his announcement in the Commons. Mr.

MAIL BOX
Dear Projector:
I don't know about all you
red hot journalists -- maybe
the fire of creativity keeps you
warm—but I'm cold.
No, I'm not cold because I
have a frigid personality, in
fact I pride myself on having a
very warm and loving heart.
It's just that I cannot seem to
get through a class without
coming out of it with a case of
frostbite .
I have seen colleagues of mine
unable to do an assignment in
class for the simple reason that
the cold has rendered their fingers immobile.
If we get a class discussion
going, we are soon unable to see
each other because of the clouds
of steam from the students':
breaths.
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And do you know what is
going to happen this winter?
It's going to be 40 degrees below zero outside, and students
will be going outside because
it's warmer.
Who do we have at the head
of this school, the Abominable
Snowman?
If you don't believe me, come
to Buildings D,E, or F sometimes and see some of the
icicles that hang from the students' noses.
One word of warning though,
if you do come to get a terrific
sensational scoop on the subject,
don't stand in one place for
more than 5 seconds, or else
your blood will freeze over.
Yours truly,
Ivy Icy.

Broadbent said, "I believe we're
involved in a cover-up.
Claude Morin, executive assistant to the Solicitor-General said
the government has known of
the allegations of theft and arson
since early September.
What the Canadian people
have up to this point are admi;
ssions of illegal action by the
RCMP, a question of who is
ultimately responsible for directing and implementing policy and
who authorized the break-ins?
But why did these events take
place at all?
Is the Parti Quebecois not a
democratically elected government? Was the PQ break-in
just another rare misguided action on the part of the RCMP?
By whose authority and interpretation will it be determined
in the future who is and who is
not a threat to Canada's Security?
The situation wouldn't seem
so frightening if the Canadian
people could believe in Prime
Minister Trudeau's seemingly
conscientious and protective
attitude towards Canada and if
they could believe that only for
our safety will the RCMP have
to overstep the law to get the
job done.
But on September 20, during
a CBC program, the Fifth Estate,
we learned how frequent overstepping the law is, "It's routine ," said an RCMP officer
during the interview. "A breakin is a break-in. At the time I
didn't feel it was morally wrong,
it was an investigative method
that was necessary. And you
know they're sort of standard
fare, you know, an accepted way
of investigating any type of
crime".
That ties in nicely with a
statement made by SolicitorGeneral Francis Fox who said
the RCMP didn't think their
break-in of the PQ office was
illegal because they put the
tapes back.
The illegalities aren't at the
core of this scandal as indicated
by the violent lashing back and
forth in the House of Commons
during the Emergency Debate.
Does the government or the
RCMP have the right to impose
these methods of investigation
on the public whether they are
eventually made legal or not?
And if the government changes the laws to allow the RCMP
to conduct these types of investigations for the protection of
Canada, who will protect Canadians from the RCMP 9
Sherryl L. Friesen

Page 5
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Is RRCC Falling Down?
Virginia Steeds
If the sight of construction
compounded by the effects of
nature.
crews around the college has you
worried, relax. Red River CoWork on the retaining walls
, mmunity College isn't going to
began in the- fall of 1975. They
fall down.
are needed to prevent the founThe provincial government is
dation walls from buckling due
spending
to lateral pressure. The desigapproximately
ners failed to take into account
$ 6,000,000 on the necessary
the fact that the buildings were
remedial work needed around
to be erected on swamp land.
the college. This includes reThe retaining walls were conpair work on Buildings C,D,E,
structed 30 feet away from the
and F, and the powerhouse, as
well as construction of retai- •1 building. Earth between the retaining wall and the building
ning walls around Buildings C,
foundation was removed. This
D,E,F, the North Gym, the
enormous hole is then capped
Powerhouse and the LRC. Some
with a cement sidewalk.
of this work is already or nearly
The retaining walls around
completed, whereas other jobs
Buildings D,E and F are already
won't begin until spring.
finished. The North- Gym and
Most of the problems were
noticed approximately two years
Powerhouse retaining walls
ago. Consultant engineers from
should be complete by Christan investigative firm M.M. Dillon
mas and work on the retaining
Ltd. were called in. Most of the
wall around the LRC will 'begin
problems they attributed to
possibly this spring.
faulty design and construction,
The LRC's location is a major

DANDY DUFF

The last of the scaffolding
around Building C Shisuld be
gone by Christmas. That repair
work began in 1975. Basically,
it involved work on the building's airflow system. This necessiated stripping the entire
eighth floor exterior of brick
facing. Because it was impossible to color match the original bricks, they were replaced
by a pre-finished, color matched
metal sheeting, which weighs
less and is easier to apply.
Not all the repair work being
done around RRCC is visible.

:::

Greetings !!!

obstacle. The contractor will
have to find a way of moving
heavy equipment into the courtyard. During construction of
this retaining wall, the courtyard will probably disappear.
The roofs of Buildings D,E
and F have already been replaced with inverted roofs. An
inverted roof consists of layers
of tar and tarpaper followed
by three inches of polyurethane insulation and then gravel.
According to Lou Mousseau,
Physical Plant Coordinator, the
new roofs cost $100,000.
The repair work to Building
C may have resulted in the need
for a new _roof. The original
roof is bonded, meaning that
excessive pressure, such as a
workman's weight, could result
in leakage.
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The Tower should be back to looking like normal
building by Christmas instead of a sore thumb.
At this time work is going on
beneath the Powerhouse.
But, according to Lou Mousseau there are still some problems remaining. A faulty heating system has resulted in an
expensive heat loss. Last win-

ter Mr. Mousseau mounted the
scaffolding surrounding Building
C. Neither he nor the workmen
needed heavy jackets. The heat
lost through the walls of Building C was sufficient to keep
them warm.
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I would like to start off my column with a reply to A. Poison, the person who wrote a letter to the Editor criticizing a
joke I put in an earlier column.
First of all I respect her right to voice her opinion, but isn't
it an acute waste of time and valuable paper space to make a
mountain out of a mole hill? I won't bore the readers by reprinting the letter, but as far as I'm concerned (and everyone I've
talked to), it's the product of a mixed up mind. The reasoning
of which totally eludes me.
On one hand she states that people shouldn't categorize
differences. Then, on the other hand she has categorized it herself, into a warfare between men and women. She further states
that society "seems to have a black and white hat syndrome,
everything must be right or wrong, good or bad. Can we not accept realities without passing judgement on them?"
Now I put it before her: she states in the letter criticizing as
being wrong, yet she has proceeded to contradict herself by writing a letter stating that I'm wrong.
It would be nice if all there was to complain about in the
world was a joke that one found "offensive",but unfortunately
that's not all. So if someone has something to criticize constructively, they should by all means voice their opinion. But please,
A. Poison, don't waste everyone's time by twisting something
like this to fit your equally twisted mind.
P.S. Thanks, A. Poison, for taking the time and effort to jot
down your feelings. I also welcome a further reply to
this.
Now back to A. B. E. business. Last Week's Hallowe'en social was true to A. B. E.'s form. A total success. I must compliment the music man on his choice of music and the great light
show. Everyone had a dynamite time. Some of the costumes
were excellent for their originality, humor and color.
The social was highlighted by apple dunking and a "dirty
old" man who caught the Ladies' attention by flashing a few
"moons." All in all it was an excellent evening, and thanks go
out to everyone who helped.
Quite a few students are confused as to what the "Billets
Doux's" purpose is. There are 26 letters from A to Z and if
you wish to get a hold of someone, or leave a message for someone just leave it under their initial. Simple, eh!
Oh! I almost forgot. The winning Pumpkin entry was from
E304. A lot of work went into the pumpkin, and it was hard to
make a selection from among the other entries. E309 should
be complimented on their effort depicting Laurel and Hardy.
Quite original.
Before I close, I'd like to mention that there is a model
office in D building on the first floor where anyone can get
typing done free. Yes sir I said free. Check with the office for
hours please allow them a week to get it done. Also don't expect
absolutely perfect work as it is done by students.
Anyone that wants to make a contribution to this column
can do so by leaving their information in my mailbox in the
S.A. office. Thanks
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Civil Service Cuts
From Page 1
rity." He suggests that reducing
the number of police or court
staff "would be unsatisfactory,
from a public point of view",
but states that "reducing extension programs of a department
of agriculture, public awareness
programs of an immigration or
manpower department (the essay was written for use at all
levels of government), consumer
education programs, curriculum
review programs and the like can
be achieved with little public
impact."
Young recommends that a
staff increase "in the- order of 5
per cent" be allowed a year after
the major cuts in order to satisfy
the senior staff and "lead to a
complete restoration of order
within twenty - four months of
the accession to power of the
newly elected party."
The last part of the essay
describes the means by which
the staff cuts should be made.
Young argues against the attrition method since "it does not
work and it does not remove
ineffective personnel." He dismisses the seniority method
because it "results in the retention of old staff, aging staff, and
persons who have remained with
the organization by virtue of
their inability to find employ- .
ment elsewhere.
Young favors a "quick, clean
cut in staff size". One reason
given for this is that "a long
drawn out process would pro-

100% DOWNFILLED SKI JACKETS

vide additional opportunity for
collective and political action by
the collective bargaining agency
for the staff." He suggests,
"it would be desirable for the
staff cuts to be effected within
ninety days of the announcement that staff cuts would take
place." Such announcemnets
have been made; the Task Force
is due to make its report "within four months" according to
Lyon.
The total number of people
dismissed "would be unlikely to
reach more than about three
quarters of one per cent of the
total labour force", according to
the report. If this staff reduction was attempted now, the
effects on those unemployed
could be much more severe
than when the report was first
written in January of '76, due
to the higher unemployment
rates we presently have.
The reason for having - a
"core group" in charge of the
staff cuts is so "most of the
anger and frustration resulting
from the unpopularity of the
policies would be focused on the
core group" rather than the
elected representatives.
Young's essay anticipates the
possibility of a strike by evil
servants. He suggests that
"various strike - breaking devices
can be used" to end such strikes.
There is a lack of elaboration on
this point.
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inner and outer shell, dockdown insulation
cuffs with snap adjustments, draw strings at
bottom hem. Down- filled detachable hood.
SOLID SHADES:
Royal, Navy, Ski-blue, Red, Mauve
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$ 39.99
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Sizes NI, L, XL

THERMO KING SKI JACKETS
100% Nylon Inner And Outer Shell Filling waterfowl down.
Sleeve interlining 100% polyester. Detachable nylon hood/nylon zipper.
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Kakfwi Explains
DENE Declaration
WINNIPEG (CUP) - The
DENE proposal for the North
West Territories has been called
separatist, and likened to the
Quebec situation, and it has
been called racist, and compared
with south Africa's apartheid
policies.
The native people in the
North are split: the Metis
Association and the Committee
for the original people's entitlement, representing the Inuit
of the Western Arctic don't
support the proposal. The
Indian Brotherhood of the
North West Territories does.
At a land claims symposium
held here last weekend, Steve
Kakfwi, a representative of the
NWT Indian Brotherhood, discussed the claim of the DENE

Nation and the reasons for the
claim.
. . DENE means people.
That's all it means, . . Kakfwi
told the audience. Essentially
the .. Dene Nation .. includes
all people of native descent
in the Western part of the
North West Territories.
While the Dene are asking
for compensation for past use of
their land, the most controversial part of the proposal comes
in the type of self government
they are demanding. The Dene
don't want to extinguish their
aboriginal rights in return for
land, - " as was done in the
South (. . we don't want to be
just seen as property owners . .), rather . . we want to
control the political institutions
Continued page 7
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Dana Waite
A meetings was arranged
' "Within two generations
with the cabinet and the brief
men and women are going to
look at the history of our
was sent out well ahead of
time for members to read.
nation and wonder at the
impediments and obstacles that
Menzies said they were excited
faced the women of our counwhen they were shown into
try," said Sylva Gelber, special
Premier Schreyer's office. Their
advisor to the Deputy Minister
excitement soon disappeared
of Labor.
when they saw their briefs piled
Sylva Gelber and June Menin a corner of his office obviozies, current vice - chairperson
usly untouched. The request
of the anti-inflation board spoke
for money fell through.
to the Manitoba Action Comm"It's dedication and innovaittee on the Status of Women
tive ideas from the women of
(MACSW) at their 10th annithe action committee, that make
versary celebrations. The party
an impression on society," Menwas held at the Winnipeg Art
zies said. Ideas such as the 'In
Gallery Penthouse, Wed. Oct.
memorium for the Canadian
26.
Bill of Rights' and the 'Balloon
Sylva Gelber did a little
Lady."
crystal• ball gazing into the
Jean Carson was inspired to
future of the MACSW.
write the 'In memorium' by the
"Law in itself changes
Laval case which was about
nothing," she said, "but law
the Indian woman who lost
is a tool and what lies ahead
her inheritance rights because
is the action that is absolutely
she married a non-Indian. The
essential in the use of the tools."
Supreme Court made a deciThe immediate move should
sion that the Bill of Rights
be the use of all statutes and
did not apply to Indians.
the improvement of those that
The 'In Memorium', which
are faulty.
was sent to every member of
She feels women should be
the House of Commons the
seen as part of the broad socSupreme Court, and newspaper
iety we live in. Being involved
read:
whether it's on women's issues,
"The Canadian Bill of
national unity, social or econoRights born April 10 1960, passmic issues women's groups must
ed away August 27, 1973. It's
branch out and grow.
short valuable life was dedicated
Women, she said, must be
to freedom of man, it's
aware and involved in the Intersudden death occurred when
national arena. They must
women expected to be included.
realize as Canadians if they
Here lies one who meant well,
have a case against their own
tried a little, and failed much.
government they may appeal
Remembered with sorrow and
to the International United
regret by the women of CanCommittee on Human Rights,
ada."
another tool to make use of.
Menzies ' spoke about the
After the Supreme Court
beginning of the organization,
decision on the Murdoch case
when Thelma Forbes, one of
the MACSW performed a skit
the first organizers, was
called 'The Balloon Lady."
approached to prepare a
It was about family laws and
brief on the status of women
laws in Canada that affected
in Manitoba.
women - women felt they
When it was completed,
had support and security and
Menzies said, some people felt
suddenly they were faced with
the brief clarified women's
reality and they found they had
issues so it became the
no substantial
support.
initial contribution to the
_MACSW.
Menzies, a founding memThe newly formed group
ber of the MACSW, was the 71decided that it was no longer
72 chairperson. She's worked
going to work out of kitchens
on a volunteer basis on women's
and approached the government
and consumer organizations and
with a two part brief. The first
social agencies on a local, provipart was a request for financial
ncial and national level. Gelber
support, with an account of
has worked in the fields of welexpenses in their first year
fare, health and labor in Canada
and the second part was a
and abroad. From /68 till /75,
plan of action for implemenwhen she retired, she was direting the recommendations of
ctor of the Women's Bureau of
the federal department of labor.
the Royal Commission.

North-South
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Overproduction or?

Different Claims
WINNIPEG (CUP) - Native problems in the north are in a
different stage than in the south and demand different solutions,
according to a special counsel for the Berger Pipeline inquiry.
What this means, Michael K. Jackson said Saturday, is that
native land claims must be different in the North than in the
South.
While Southern natives can work within white society without assimilation, he said, Northern Natives cannot and do not
want to accept those structures.
What they want. instead is to "shape the future of the North
in terms of their own perception of what the North should become."
They want a "Reordering of the relationship between Northern Natives and the rest of Canada", a process where they are
given "Political and Economic rights to ensure they remain a
separate people".
While Southern Natives have had over a hundred years of
experience with European institutions and Government, Jackson
said, Northern Natives have only experienced these for about
twenty years.
They have not had the experience with these institutions
and thus prefer to stay with their own political systems-- which
do not fit in with the Southern systems.
For instance, he said, Native representatives on the NorthWest Territories territorial Council are not very effective because they do not follow the European custom of having elected representatives responsible for making important decisions
that affect the community.
The Native Representatives feel they do not have the right
to make these decisions, he -said, so the bureaucrats -from Northern affairs make them instead.
This leaves 6000 civil servants governing 15,000 native
people, Jackson said, and that is the way it is going to remain
unless there is a "radical shift of political power and of the
structure of Government."
But since Northern Natives have an inalienable right to
govern themselves", he said, a right that cannot be given or taken away by governments this change must occur.

Kathy Michalchuk

"For the sake of life itself - Ban the Neutron Bomb". Seventy-five protestors gathered in Memorial Park on a chilly Oct. 29, to protest the Arms
Race, the Canadian government military budget ($3.8 billion this year) and
to promote disarmament through endorsement of the Stockholm Appeal
by citizens at large. They then marched to the American Consulate to send
off a telegram to President Carter asking him to stop production of the Neutron Bomb. Despite a prior request by the Manitoba Peace Council that
there be someone available to receive the message, they arrived to locked
doors and an empty consulate.

.

number of grounds. The first
deals with limitation. The justice department is arguing that
after 70 years it is too late for
the natives to claim the land.
The department is also
claiming that the band leaders
represent themselves and no
one else. It is also their contention that their is no trust relationship between the Federal
Government and the native
people over this land. They
say that the surrender was for
the benifit of the band and that
there was no fraud or inducement involved in getting the
natives to surrender the land.
The justice department has
an alternate defence which says
that the natives acquiesced to
the surrender. There is also the
problem of people now living
on the land, which is now
part of suburban Edmonton.
There is also a similar claim
on the Pegin Reserve in Alberta
involving a claim tor 25 million
dollars. The details of this claim
are almost identical to the Stony
claim and Norman said it was
obvious that the lawyers had
xeroxed the Stony claim since
many of the passages are identical.
The justice department has
not yet filed a defence on this
claim.
The third claim involved
three reserves in south-east
Saskatchewan where the inhabitants of two reserves were
induced to give up their land
and move to a third reserve.
In explaining why he thought the land claims cases
would lose in court, Norman
cited a recent case in New
Brunswick. A part of the Red
Bank Indian Reserve had been
surrendered over 100 years ago
but it had never been sold.
The claim was that Gilbert A.
Smith was farming land that
he did not own. Norman said

•
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Courts Offer
Little Hope
WINNIPEG (CUP) -- There
is little chance of native land
claims being settled through the
courts, a land claims specialist
said recently at a symposium
on land claims.
Ken Norman, a special counsel to the Indian Rights
Commission, was speaking at
the University of Winnipeg
last weekend
Norman said he had higher
hopes for the recently established Indian Rights Commission.
This commission, which he said
was set up earlier this year at
the, urging of the National
Indian Brotherhood. will use
a joint committee process to
spell out the validity of land
claims. Norman said it was
his hope that they will agree
there is some basis of trust when
land was surrendered by native
people to the government.
Norman outlined three land
claims in the prairies that are in
the process of being heard in
court. He said he thought they
were good claims under any
doctrine of fairness and obligation, but he said the native
people would probably lose all
three cases.
The first case he spoke of
was the stony plain claim near
Edmonton. A chief and six
band councillors are suing on
behalf of the tribe saying that an
area of land of 10 square miles
has been held in trust by the
government since it was surrendered in 1908. They are claiming that the land was lost
through inducement and that
they never voluntarily gave it
up. They are charging that the
agent who arranged the surrender wrongfully and falsely arranged for the legal documents
to be signed.
The natives are asking for
50 million dollars and a nullity
of the surrender.
The justice department has
filed a statement of defence
objecting to the claim on a
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"If you don't like it here in Canada why don't you go back where you came
from?"
•

that the facts were all quite
clear, the land was the land
referred to in the surrender
and it was clear that someone
had, at one point, taken the
land without paying for it ,
Smith, however, had a legitimate bill of sale from someone
who in turn had bought the
land.
"The facts are clear
said
but the band loses,"
Norman.
Norman said that
in the decision, the judge quoted
an 1825 verdict which said,"
long dormant claims have often
more of cruelty than of justice
in them."
Norman said he thought it
unlikely that the courts would
like to get involved in determining the validity of claims that
date back for long periods of
time unless a trust relationship
can be clearly established.

Kakfwi & DENE
From page 6

which govern the use of the
land " said Kakfwi.
As Michael Jackson, an advisor to the Berger Commission
pointed out later in the symposium, the Native people of
North can remember a time

when they were in the clear
majority, "a time when white
people didn't set the tone..."
This explains to a larger degree
the difference in approach to
land claims by Northern and
Southern natives
In the

BILL'S DRIVE-INN
1819 King Edward & Logan
Take-out orders
Bill's Burger Family
Soft Ice Cream
Beverages
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5 Min.froin RRCC
We try very hard
because we want you
to come back

Employees of the International Nickel Company of Canada (Inco) Ltd. in Thompson
are not leaving their jobs at the
expected rate after Inco's announcement of lay-offs planned to
begin in February, 1978, said
Dick Martin, Thompson Local
president of the United Steelworkers of, America. The homeowners cannot leave because
they cannot sell their homes
and other people are not leaving
because there are no jobs for
them.
The Toronto-based giant
multinational nickel and copper
company announced Oct. 20
it will cut back its Canadian
workforce by 4,050 jobs. Inco
expects most of Thompson's
650 positions will be eliminated
through attrition by next spring
and 3,400 Sudbury workers will
be laid off then, he said.
"Inco is bound and determined to proceed on schedule
just as they've announced," said
Martin, "unless the provincial
government steps in and tells
them (Inco) not to. But it's
the government's philosophy
and ideology not to intervene in
the private business sector."
A large corporation like
Inco is not required to give the
government any notice or consult with them before taking such
measures as the announced layoffs. At one time Inco controlled approximately 65 per cent
of the western free world nickle
and copper market and today
controls about 34 per cent of
this market, Martin said.
Inco's earnings, for the
'third quarter ending Sept. 30,
plunged to $21.6 million from
$58.9 million for the same
period in 1976. The company's
profit, for the first nine months
of 1977, also dropped to $95.2
million compared with $135.9
million for the corresponding
period of 1976.
Inco was prepared to sit
back because they were getting
the prices they demanded for
nickel, said Martin. They have
gone into a more offensive
position now and are not even
publishing their prices in order
to cut their competitors.
A decrease in the nickel
market and an increase in the
number of producers prompted
Inco to also announce a major
curtailment of nickel p roduction
in 1978 to 1. peg cent lower
than the 1977 level.
North, self-determination, selfgovernment, and control over
their own lives are seen as not
merely empty rhetoric: they
are seen as political realities,
because people had these
rights in recent • memory. In
the South, native people must
accomodate themselves to
working within structures in
place for 100 years, Jackson
said.
At present, native people
make up the majority of the
15 member council, but for
several reasons, don't see the
council as a means through
which their aspirations can be
reached.
The council itself has very
little power: it is an advisory
body to the commissioner of
the North West Territories,
who in turn reports to- the
federal minister of Indian and
Northern Affairs. According
to Kakfwi, the council works

Inco's nickel inventories at
the year end in 1976 were up to
a five or.six month supply compared with the normal level of
two to three months supply.
Inco is adding 25 per cent
to its capacity in this period of
of oversupply with the completion of a $224 million Guatemalan project following close
on the heels of an $850 million
venture in Indonesia, states Inco
chairperson J. Edwin Carter in
the Oct. 1 edition of the United
States business publication,
Forbes.
"This year alone, the two
projects are soaking up more
than half of Inco's estimated
$475 - million capital spending
budget," states the publication.
. The company's investment in
nickel projects in Indonesia and
Guatemala is a clear indication
of Inco's confidence in the longterm growth of the nickel market.
Inco's decision to cut back
its Canadian production rather
than its Guatemalan and Indonesian mining, says the magazine, seems illogical because
Canadian nickel is cheaper to
mine. The problem is that
, there is less demand in the
nickel market for the 99 per
cent pure nickel mined in
Canada and more demand
for ferril nickel mined in
Guatemala and Indonesia.
The proposed lay-offs in
Thompson have caused a lot
of unsettlement among the
on the assumption that, " we're
all Northerners." sharing the
same values and interests,
and therefore one territorial
governinent representing everyone is appropriate.
" We are not the same, we
do not share the same interests,
we are not there for the same
reasons, " Kakfwi said. In 1975,
for example, the council came
out in support of a Mackenzie
valley pipeline before settlement
of land claims, despite strong
native opposition. The council's
stand prompted resignations
from two of its members who
were also leaders of the Indian
Brotherhood of the NWT.
Another problem of the
territorial model is that it is
rooted in British, not native,
tradition. "The Territorial council . . . doesn't meet our needs
at all, we are more geared to
working on a consensus model,"
Kakfwi said, adding later on,
"nobody has the right to tell
us those are your choices.
Those are the structures you can
see."
The alternative form of government put forward by the
Dene is on a "metro model":
three separate governments for
Inuit, Dene, and "non-Dene",
or white, which will deal directly with the federal government.
(h-i areas of common interest, such as education, the three
governments might choose to
present a united .front but this
would be the exception rather
than the rule said Kakfwi.)
Within each racial group's
territory, that group would be
in the Majority.
The Inuit
government would be in the
Eastern Arctic, and East of
the Mackenzie valley. In the
valley, the white and native
populations are about equal,
but the whites are concentrated in the larger settlements.
The Dene would have control
over the valley, but the white

union and non-union workers,
said Dick Martin, and the
business community is feeling
frightened.
The small businessmen are
the ones who will suffer, he said.
The cutbacks could involve a
payroll loss to the community
of as much as $25 million.
• From June 1977 to June
1978, 1,000 basic industry
jobs at Inco in Thompson will
have been eliminated, said
Martin. The spin-off effect is
usually one to one so we're
really talking of at least between 1,500 to 2,000 jobs being
eliminated in a one year period
from the Thompson work force.
This loss in industry and spinoff industries such as service
industries,
restaurants
and
hotels will be approximately
one-seventh the total work
rce.
Inco is hoping to eliminate
the 650 jobs - 550 hourly-paid
jobs and 100 staff employees —
by natural attrition, he said.
But at this point, there are
only one to two workers leaving
per day so it will be difficult to
eliminate 550 jobs in the period
of four to five months.
The lay-offs in Sudbury will
have a more serious effect, said
Martin, because there will be an
outright lay-off of 3,400 mine
workers by mid-1978. The jobs
left open by natural attrition
will not be replaced so many
more workers will be without
jobs in February, March and
April than the 3,400 being laid
off.
settlements such as Inuvik and
Norman Wells -would be excluded. These towns, plus Yello wknife and the area around.
Great Slave Lake•, Kakfwi explained.
Minority groups in each
area would have the same rights
as the majority, Kakfwi said,
but the institutions would be
under the control of the
majority group in each enclave.
The problem of maintaining
a majority of natives in the
Dene group could be overcome,
Kakfwi said, by controlling the
pace of development in each
area. For instance, if a large
mineral deposit is discovered in
a Dene area, the government can
put tight controls on the manner
in which it is extracted so as
to maximize the benefits for the
local population, and prevent a
huge influx of whites. "If there
is nothing for them to exploit,
why should they come up?"
Kakfwi asked ironically.
The question of the racial
exclusiveness of the areas proposed by the Dene trouble some
Northern communities, where
native populations make up
substantial minorities. Some
observers wonder about the
implications of giving native
people control only over
hinter-land areas.

COPE, the organization
representing Inuit in the western
arctic, has also proposed the
creation of a separate territory,
in the Mackenzie Delta-Beaufort
sea area. They have gotten
around the racial exclusiveness
problem by suggesting a residency requirement of several years
before being given a vote in the
territory's elections. Such a _
requirement would effectively
disenfranchise much of the
white population, largely composed of transient federal civil
servants.
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Ballet Farce Gets Standing Ovation

Entartainmant

Dagmar Jansen
night's
Last
Monday
performance of Les Ballets
Trockadero de Monte Carlo
at the Concert Hall was a treat
not to be missed by ballet
lovers and haters alike. From
beginning to end, from finely
printed program notes to
curtain calls the whole evening
proved one of solid entertainment.
There was something for everyone. If the fictional names
of the lead dancers, Ida Neversayneva, Natalia Zlotmachinskaya
did not get you chortling, then
perhaps it was the program
notes . "Contrary to popular
myth, Phaedra/Monotonous is
not a Graham-cracker, although
it is no coincidence that several

Puke Rock for Closet Punks
Martine West
in my opinion (no not the intermission) was when the drummer
stood up and yelled "you kids
don't know how to act yet!!"
SORRY!
Along with the dying act of
the singer, various bumpings and
grindings of said singer with
members of the audience, and
the altogether limpness of the
whole matter we (me and the

the Stones, the Beatles
(all punks of a sort in the - beginning) mainly because these older
artists are rolling in, it and seemingly fail to relate to discontented youth-oriented problems.
These kids are revolting because to them there isn't anything worth supporting, so they
get together and form a punk
rock group.
Val0;

to the 'skinhead', dewcr their
torn t-shirts, and jeans (held together with safety pins, staples,
tape, whatever) drink blood,
shout obscenities and urinate on
stage. Of course the appreciative audience throws bottles,
swears and boos in grateful response.
Closer to home there are the
Ramones, Television, Patti
Smith, Runaways taking a shot
at CGBG's a club in New York.
In Toronto, there is the Curse,
Teenage Head and so on and so
forth. As for the rest of the
country, no rumblings of the
new wave are apparent but I am
advised that discontented youth
exist everywhere.
Punk serves a purpose_ in
England perhaps, due to the condition of the times, but the big
question is, is it really relevant
here in good old Winnipeg?
All the people at the Dishes'

concert seemed ripe even if it
all was a 'let's dress up for fun'
type affair. May I cynically
remark that it's all been seen
before, it serves the immediate
purpose and now I'm holding
my breath to see what's next
on the agenda.

'Comic World
Canada's largest comic
book store. Buy, Sell
collectors comics over
225,000 new, old &
rare comics in stock.
Also: Posters, SF,
Hardcovers, Fanzines.
Starwars + Star Trek
collectables. Sensational new comics reserving system.

WE REPAIR & SERVICE ALL TYPES & MAKES
& MODELS OF CALCULATORS
& CALCULATING MACHINES
We also Buy & Sell Used Machines

247-8031

0R

956-0972

Deb Derksen
Marnie Pastuck was the biggest attraction at the Winnipeg
Art Gallery's Student Day as
resident artist.
Ms. Pastuck sat in the foyer
of the Gallery October 22 and
drew free portraits of anyone
who wished to have one.
She said it was a "marathon
session", and would have liked
to have sketched better likenesses of her subjects, but she
felt she had to go too fast just
to keep up with the people
standing in line.
Ms. Pastuck said she was
"rather self-conscious" sketching
while people looked on, but
overall, she was pleased with
the way it went.
Margery Poggi, Projects Officer for the Gallery, said Stud-

financial success
through
personal money
management
Financial success doesn't just happen — it's planned. You can help secure your financial future by
using all the low cost services offered at your Credit Union. A Personal Money Management plan can
be tailored to suit your individual needs. In addition to personal, confidential counselling — many'
Credit Unions provide:

ROYAL MOTORS
WINNIPEG LTD.

Ph. 633-7207
1551 Brookside Blvd.

on a backward swing then nearly
dropped her over his shoulder;
and the cool of a dancer, who,
downed- in a scuffle, remained
on the floor until the troupe
again crossed in front of her
and then calmly resumed her
place. Confused scuffling
behind closed curtains and exquisitely untimely curtain calls
soon had the audience giggling
in anticipation when there was
nothing to giggle at.
Some parts, such as the tribute to Isadora Duncan in "The
Dance of Liberation of the
American People" were much
more enjoyable if you knew
about the real thing.

Students Enjoy

Financial Success Through, Personal Money Management

One punk magazine drew a
chart with three chords for the
readers and captioned underneath: now go start a group!
You've got the Sex Pistols
who spout naughty words on the
BBC, the Clash, the Jam, the
Damned, Stranglers and dozens
of others who cut their hair in-

Unique touches in choreography were also used to bring
to light the behind-the-scenes
trials and tribulations of a
dancer's life; the ballerina fanning her sore toes; the catty
second dancer who's trying to
steal a bow and gets yanked by
the hand to bow lower than the
rest; the fervent making of the
sign of the cross by a ballerina
hoping her male dancer won't
drop her. He subsequently
scraped her nose across the floor

Art Gallery

CALCULATOR SPECIALISTS

The Sex Pistols, an english punk rock band, is said
to be "polarizing English society as no rock band has
for many years." Punk is a curious new Fad among
British youth (and some in the States too) who are
discontented with the dull atmosphere, job unavailability, and general meaninglessness of life.

Okay okay, enough of that.
Sigh...now, how did it all begin?
Punk rock has been shoved down my throat for the past couple months by various rock magazines and trade papers.
Mind you I haven't heard
any of it...Yes I have heard The
Dishes,,but, some punk 1ps are
available at your friendly record
shop.
All those mags print, is
punkpunkpunk. That's what we
like: variety.
In the beginning there was
the New York Dolls who spawned the new wave. What does
`new wave' mean? (wave of
nausea perhaps...) Punk is the
term applied to a curious new
fad in Britain and in select portions of the States that are totally discontented with the direction of life in the country,
the dull atmosphere, the job
unavailability and the general
meaninglessness of life.
They also all frown down
on those who went before: The

If you could tear yourself
away from the program notes,
and the sight of people in the
audience with slicked back hair,
flowing capes, riding crops and
lame scarves, there was some
dazzling footwork to watch on
stage.
All the dancers of this 11member, all-male troupcgave the
audience tantalizing glimpses of
their skills as professional dancers in well-executed leaps and
pirrouettes performed au point.
That is, when they weren't
galloping across the stage as
swans, dancing ring-around-therosy to Bach, or flailing their

arms hopelessly in morse signals trying to get co-ordinated
in a group dance.
As lead swans in "Swan
Lake" and "The Dying Swan,"
Olga Tchikaboumskaya and
Zamarina Zamarkova showed
the type of au point dancing
that would make many a ballerina jealous. Zamarkova's performance was further enhanced
by having the terminal fowl
shed feathers as it Slowly
expired .

316 - 416 MAIN STREET
Mcintyre Building
Across from Richardson Bldg.

;.

brave soul who accompanied
me) decided to take our leave
at intermission.
Thee best thing I can say is
that they would make a fair to
middlin' pub band as long as
they got rid of the blood.
One disappointment _ was the
absence of the expected safety pins and razor blades but
there was a small amount of
blood and syringes.

of Martha's crumbs are sprinkled throughout the dance."

ELECTRONICS LTD.

Hours:
Tues - Fri 2:30 - 7:30 P.M.
Sat - Noon - 6:00
116 - 382 Donald
Phone: 943-1968

1. Higher Interest on Savings
2. Attractive Term Deposits
3. Low Cost Loans
4. Free or Low Cost Chequing
5. Interest on Current Accounts
6. Trust Accounts
7. Safety Deposit Boxes
8. Special Open Ended Mortgages
r 9. Passport Assistance
10. Longer more convenient
Working Hours

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
ONLY 5 MINUTES FROM RRCC

What
ents Day went well.
surprised her was that people
were looking for a place to pay
admission. "Many people were
amazed it was free," she said.
Susan Church, Community
Services Co-ordinator, said the
normal Saturday attendance is
about 500 people, but the
Student's Day attracted about
2000.
She said the number of
people they had anticipated
to sign up for membership
wasn't quite what they hoped
for, but there was still quite
a few students who did join.
Ms. Church said the Canashown in the
dian films
Gallery were a success, and
they had a full house for them.
Also Ellasar, a performer
from the Airliner, "dropped
in" to play a few sets in the
gallery coffee house.
Ms. Church was also
involved in the Miss General
Idea Pageant held later in
the day. She said that seeing
"all the weird people walking
around getting ready for the
pageant just might have
convinced students the
Gallery is doing something for
them as well as for the older
crowd.

The wraithlike Isadora Duncan, known for wafting across
stage in flimsy, flowing robes
was saluted by a jiggling Olga
Plushinskaya frolicking barefoot
across the stage with an American flag to the music of Tchaikovsky's 1812 overture.
Although there were enough
tidbits of this sort to give dance
and ballet buffs thoughts of
"ah-yes-l-know this now," the
rest was entertaining enough to
bring the entire audience to its
feet for a standing ovation at
the end.
This time around, on their
first Canadian tour, Les Ballets
Trockadero de Monte Carlo,
were only in Winnipeg for a
single performance. Be sure
to catch them next time though.
Their unique kind of performance is a treat Halloween or
anytime.

ANOTHER WAY
Kathe Switzer
Body language is a topic people talk about, and it's a legitimate form of communication, but few put it to much use. For
example, when interviewing someone, or meeting a person for
the first time (someone you might like to know), don't sit with
arms and legs crossed all over. This says to the other person,
"I don't want to know you!" or "I'm not interested in what you
have to say!"
Another aspect of body language is personal space. Everyone
has a personal territory, a few feet around them, that is considered private and inviolable. You know the feeling when you're
sitting on a practically empty bus, and instead of sitting by himself some perfect stranger sits down right beside you on your seat.
Or the uncomfortable feeling you get in a crowded bus or elevator? That's your personal space being violated.

A

When meeting people, try to avoid moving directly into their
"personal space," except for shaking hands. You might make
them extremely uncomfortable moving so close; keeping a polite distance will help put new friends and interviewees at ease.

BRooksi bE

WO TREO& M&

All October Lag, I'd been
holding my breath for October
22 when Winnipeg would be honoured (?) with its first punk
rock concert.
`The Dishes' a Toronto
punk rock group appeared at the
A* Gallery in the front lobby
free of charge. It all had something to do with the Art Gallery's Students' Day but I'm sure
I don't know what.
The tickets, designed like
open matchbooks, instructed
you to "Dress to Kill". So, I
went, dressed in my sombre
black cords and low-key black
jacket. I have the feeling if I
wore a green garbage bag held
together with tres (thick safety pins there wouldn't have
been any raised eyebrows at all.
My eyebrows however were
working overtime. I'm not sure,
but I believe it was a rehearsal
for Halloween.
There was a cross-section of
people there--your middleaged
Art Gallery members in mink,
your latest Parisien fashion believers. your curious everyday
kid and a relatively new species
of something which began a long
time ago--the closet Winnipeg
punks!
"Closet" because no one I
knOw has ever seen a REAL
LIVE punk around here. This
was the event of the season. the
place to see and to be seen. I
was more entertained by the
audience than by the group.
The reason I've gone four
paragraphs without starting in
on the group is because they
weren't the real show at all as
I've just explained.
Anyway...with a backdrop
proclaiming "Anarchy in the
Ukraine" (ho ho) "Dishes Tour
1984" we prepared ourselves
spiritually for the event which
would make us one with discontented British youth.
Alas, the whole thing was
phony and pretentious.
A vampire lady applauded
with the most forced melancholy look one can muster through
five inches of white shoe polish. A few lads up front,done
up like mid '62 Teddyboys
(highheel boots and all) fell in
love with the lead singer and to
my shock and horror some seven
year old kid mouthed the words
to a song. about monsters while
his mother smiled sweetly on.
I must confess that I
couldn't understand a single word, which is good because you're
not supposed to understand
punk lyrics, but then you could
follow the melody, which is bad.
I find it hard to believe in a
punk group which employs a
keyboard man and a saxophone
player.
I must comment on costumes. One guitarist sported a
flourescent lime-green ensemble
with a t-shirt emblazoned with
"punk till you puke" and had
a little hunk of puke on it
(fake I assure you gentle readers).
The drummer wore a khaki
colored sweatsuit with red tie
strings. The lead singer wore
cigarette style pants which had
the two pant legs connected
with what looked to be beer zip
tops. There were more members, but not worth mentioning.
The highlight of the evening
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AUTOPAC REPAIRS
CUSTOM BODY WORK
AND PAINTING

w RoyAL
MotORS

LY

ROYAL OFFERS YOU MODERN
WORKMANSHIP AND FACILITIES
WITH OLD FASHIONED QUALITY
AND PERSONAL SERVICE

CONSIDER YOUR CREDIT UNION FIRST.
WE CAN TAKE CARE OF ALL YOUR FINANCIAL NEEDS.

Kit44 Ebw A RiD

CO - OPERATORS CREDIT UNION LOCATED AT THE BASE OF
BLDG C, IN THE TOWER LOUNGE

FREE COURTESY CARS AVAILABLE BY APPOINTMENT

aroit*: •

Winter is fast approaching (if it isn't here already), but if
you're one of those people who doesn't sit inside all the time
watching TV, just because it's cold out, make sure you're adequately dressed for winter activity. When cross-country skiing,
skating, or whatever, don't wear big nylon ski jackets. You'll
work up a sweat, and be too warm, but you won't be able to
remove the jacket without freezing to death. Instead, wear
layers of sweaters, preferably wool which absorbs excess body
moisture, and long underwear. That way, you can gradually
peel away outer layers of clothing until you find the right balance between sweating and freezing.

•-•••■•••••••),• •
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Jets
The 1977-78 World Hockey
Association schedule is only in
its infancy but one thing has
already been made abundantly
clear-the Winnipeg Jets and
New England Whalers are the
cream of the crop. Really, this
is no surprise as most experts
picked the two teams, along
with Quebec's Avco Cup winning Nordiques, to fight for
supremacy in the much strengthened WHA.
Both the Jets and Whalers appear to have found the
secret to success in a gentle
mixing of exhuberant youth
and wise, old age. The Jets
own some of hockey's top
young talent in people like
Danny Labraaten and Kent
Nilsson, while the Whalers
can counter with the junior
Howes, Mark and Marty, and
defenceman Gordie Roberts.
Meanwhile, experienced veterans
on both teams are providing
the leadership and savvy
needed in the making of a championship club. Bobby Hull is
off to a scorching start, bagging
twelve goals in only eight
games, while Joe Daley continues to be the backbone of an
improved goalkeeping set-up.
The Whalers are led by the
eighth wonder of the world
in Gordie Howe. Howe is just
an ehthusiastic, -chippy and
effective as he was ten years
ago. Gordie still possesses
the fastest, and sharpest, elbows
in the west. Or the east, south
or north for that matter. The
latest WHA statistics show Howe
in a tie for fifth place in the
scoring derby with thirteen
points. Not bad for a fellow
who was around when the
stock market collapsed in 1929.
Like old man river, Gordie just
keeps rolling along.
Shifty Davey Keon, one

Whalers in '78?
of hockey's smoothest skaters,
will rack up points and do his
usual excellent job killing penalties and on the power play.
The ever-combative Johnny
(Pie-Face) McKenzie is another
pensioner making an invaluable
contribution to the Whaler
surge.
While all the questions seem
to be answering themselves in
New England, Winnipeg hockey
fans are asking a vital one all the
way from St. James to the
North End: What's happened to
Anders Hedberg? The Swedisn
Express is collecting his share of
points, but seemsto have lost the
extra step mat made him the
fastest man in hockey. Perhaps
nagging injuries have finally caught up with Hedberg, one of the
most abused men in sport.
Both the Jets and Whalers
appear solid in every area, as
their impressive records to date
would indicate. Hopefully the
two teams will survive to regular
season and preliminary playoffs,
because a Jets-Whalers final
would showcase the WHA at its
finest. While nothing is a certainty, I wouldn't bet the rent
against it happening.
After the last NHL weekend I can't assure you that God
did indeed make the little green
apples or that it snows in Minneapolis when the winter comes.
In fact, I can't even guarantee
you a tommorrow after the
invincible Montreal Canadiens
lost two straight games at the
Forum. When the Habs dropped
a 5-3 verdict to the L.A. Kings
on Saturday it was the first
time in 38 regular season home
games that the Flying Frenchmen came out a loser. Then,
the next night, the Buffalo
Sabres promptly shut them
out 4-0. Robert, who provides
goals and precious little else,

son the Rebels defeated East
Kildonan Sabres 3-2 in their
only regular season game to
date. The all-rookie line of
Jerry Moisendz, Archie Riddell
and Darryl Sylvester was also
Schillinger feels
impressive
own the
these newcomers
best skating line on the team.
One of the bright surprises
during the Rebel's training camp
was the play of all three goal-

in the history of organized
spoil. On any level. They have
a marvelous habit of. snatching
victory from the jaws of defeat.

The attention of the entire
sports world turns next year to
Argentina and the World Cup
soccer finals. Look for Scotland
and the Netherlands to dominate
proceedings, with the opportunistic Scots taking home the
title. Both clubs are beautifully
skilled attacking sides, and deep
in first-class talent.
Scotland's Kenny Dalglish
will attempt to take Johan Cryuff's crown as undisputed king
of soccer. Cryuff led the Netherlands to the 1974 final only
to lose to West Germany.
While there isn't much to
choose between the two clubs,
I like the Scots because of defender Danny McGrain. McGrain will stick to Cryuff like
lint to a suit, while the Netherlands doesn't appear to have
anyone capable of containing
Dalglish. No matter what the
outcome in Argentina next
year, the fans will be the big
winners with the exciting
offensive soccer sure to be seen.
The playoff picture in the
CFL's Western Conference cleared up a bit with the elimination
of the Saskatchewan Roughriders from post season play, but
top spot is still a question mark.
For the Bombers to finish first
they must beat B.C. and hope
Saskatchewan defeats or ties the
Eskimos in Edmonton. Not
likely, but there's always hope.
I don't sound too optimistic
because, to put it bluntly, the
Eskimos are the luckiest team

Kerry Fisher, Barry
keepers.
Williscroft and Roger Greig all
impressed Schillinger and each
contributed in the Rebels exhibition game. Because of their
fine play the team will carry
all three.
The Rebels will face off
against the Kildonan Sabres
at the River East Arena on
Nov. 6 and 13. Get out and
support your team!

NOTICE
Varsity athletes
are asked to get their money
in for team jackets as soon as
possible. Final deadline for

I

T -rie, lags&

then future Jets tickets at
reduced prices are almost a
certainty. But future tickets
depend on RRCC support for
this Birmingham game. Good
hockey at low prices. What
more can you ask for? See
Jeff Krause in the North Gym
for details.

IS the
Carripany5 way 0-7 saying
'go screw yourkseir

payment is the end of November. See Jeff Krause or Joe
DeCurzio in the North Gym.

UPCOMING SPORTING EVENTS:
HOCKEY - Nov. 13 at Kildonan 8:00
Nov. 20 at Transcona 8:30
LADIES BASKETBALL Nov. 10 vs. B Alumni 8:00
at RRCC
Nov. 14 vs St. Norbert 7:15
at RRCC
Nov. 21 vs. Wpg. Mums 7:30
at RRCC
VOLLEYBALL - Every Monday at RRCC
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George Johnson

Entertainment
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Another Way
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Layout Graphics

Steve Black

Production Staff

Herb Campbell
Deb Derksen
Catherine Hamilton
Kathy Michalchuk

SAVE ON JETS TICKETS
RRCC hockey fans will be
able to purchase tickets to the
Nov. 27 Winnipeg-Jets-Birmingham Bulls game at a big
discount. Jeff Krause has 25
seats in the $8.00 blues section,
and they will cost only $5.00.
Krause says if the interestis
high for this Birmingham game,

As the adage goes - "I'd rather
Must
be lucky than good."
have been invented by Ray
Jauch.

notched two for the winners.
Oh well, this means the Habs
can still finish with 76 wins,
two ties and only two losses.
No? Would you believe three
losses?

Skating is Rebels Keg
RRCC Rebels hockey coach
John Schillinger believes in the
theory that a strong offence is
the best defence. He describes
the 1977 - 78 Rebels as a good
fundamental team. In other
words, skating is their game.
Schillinger feels the club's superior skating will produce the
backchecking needed to lighten
the load on the defence.
New entries in the Manitoba
Assiniboine Hockey League
(M.A.H. L.) have made Rebels
title hopes formidable. Included in these new entries are the
Warroad Lakers, former winners
of the Hardy Cup which symbolizes Canadian supremacy in
intermediate hockey. Schillinger feels they, along with the
St. Boniface Riels, must be
considered solid favourites for
league honours.
The major weakness of the
Rebels, according to Schillinger,
is their lack of size. He realizes
his team will take a lot of punishment, but is certain they can
handle the rough going. With
attempts to manhandle the
Rebels, Schillinger expects the
opposition penalty box to
resemble a revolving door. And
he's confident of the team's
scoring punch.
Led by veteran Colin Atkin-
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GYM LOCKERS

Beausejour Gear up for Races

Many people have complained recently that locker
privileges at both the North
and South Gyms are being
abused. Students are asked to
take note of the following
instructions:
Anyone not on a college
badminton,
basketball
or
volleyball team must remove
all locks and equipment from
the Mens team locker room in
the -North Gym. All team members must register their lockers
,

The annual Canadian Power
Toboggan Championships (CPTC) will be held in Beausejour,
Manitoba on February 25 - 26
with a total purse of $10,000.
Andy Baker, President of the
Sno-pro sponsered event, says
this year's running will be strictly professional with all the
top drivers from across North
America competing on supermodified machines.
This year the number of
entries will be about 150, and
will be divided into seven
Last year, over 300
classes.
That
people participated.
however,
included
figure,
women and children.
New this year is the Snopro Points System which distributes • the prize money.
There is a total of 2,000 points
and these are worth $5 apiece to
drivers. The top 24 qualifiers
in each class automatically -get
appearance points (5 or 10
points) and there -are also points
in the heats, semi-finals and
finals. "So without really winning any races, you can come
out with about 50 points and
$250 while in years before.
if you didn't win, you wouldn't
get anything at all.
Beausejour has one of the
safest and fastest tracks on the
circuit. There is a four-foot ice
wall, keeping the snowmobiles
on the track while the spectators
stand up on a bank with a fence
in front of them. There is
"virtually no way a snowmobile
can leave the track and hurt
spectators."
To get into the races, a driver must have a snowmobile licence which costs $50. Not

Barry Horeczy
everybody can obtain this—
licence however; you need past
experience in snowmobile
racing. This makes it cheaper
for the driver as he doesn't
have to pay to enter into
every race.
The CFTC will be featured
in two specials on CKND: February 9 and 22. CKY TV will
present a related interview in
between these specials. There
is also a possibility CKY will
carry immediate results from
the Sno - pro competition.
Andy Baker, at 22, is the
youngest member of CPTC to
ever become president. Because
of a lack of candidates, he
was elected by acclamation.
It was a great experience and
he had a lot of fun. When this
year rolled around they still
didn't have anyone to take
over so he stayed on. Next
year he plans to be on the
board of past presidents
because "you can only do
this for so long."
. As president, his duties included some Public relations
work and sitting in on all committees. All in all, the major
responsibility was to make sure
everything was running smoothly:
Andy, who CPTC Assistant
Public Relations Director
Barry Holigroski describes as
"one of the top drivers and
toughest competitors on the
circuit". placed fourth in the

Canadian Championships last
year. He rode a 440 MotoSki which has 95 horsepower
(more than most small cars)
and was clocked in excess of
90 M.P.H.
_ Before last year's- final, the
competitors were introduced.
Andy was feeling kind of
down because the race had
taken a lot out of him when
he was setting up. When the
other drivers were introduced
the people clapped but when
they got to Andy the "crowd
went wild and I couldn't believe
it. I just had to get on my
superstock sled and give them
a show: I beat the drivers
who won Supermod, 1 and 2.
I only placed fourth but I had
some personal satisfaction out of
beating the guys there."
Andy started racing 11
years ago when Polaris opened
a factory in Beausejour. As part
of the Public Relations Department, they had racing on weekends which his father was involved in. "I just tagged along
and started racing junior
races. Then I kept on going
and Polaris moved out of
Beausejour. We were lucky
enough to get Moto-ski for
a sponsor and I've been with
them for 5 years."
He says his father has won
over 100 trophies. Andy, himself has "just about raced in
any class you can" and has
been a success. He says he's
got quite a few trophies and
"I'm happy with what I've
done."
Good luck Andy;
and
we'll see you in Beausejour.

SPORT 'N SKI
CENTRE
300 St. Anne's Road
Winnipeg 257-7552

DOWNHILL
SPECIAL
199 00
ROSSIGNOL APACHE SKIS
TYROLIA BINDINGS
TECHNICA BOOTS

C SPECIAL
75°°

COME IN TO SEE AND HEAR THE AMAZING.

ASTRAL TUNE

Thank you for your
co-operation.

Curling Try-outs
Curling tryouts are still
being held, so anybody interested that hasn't signed up should
contact Roy Pollock in the
North Gym. Pollock will take
a long look at the competing
curlers, and says he will carry
a lot of people until the first
set of exams. He hopes to name
his squad by the first week in

December.
Pollock,after a look at some of the
available talent, is impressed
with the calibre of play. Undoubtedly, the RRCC rink will get
a big boost in Jim Quinn, last
year's Manitoba Schoolboy
champion. Red River will host
the curling playdowns on Feb.
.10 and 11.

"WE HAVE THE FINEST BRAND =NAMES
AVAILABLE IN SKI EQUIPMENT'
CLOTHING AND ACCESSORIES."

Ski Lines:
Clothing
Lines
Bindings:

JOGGER SKIS
TRIM BINDINGS
POWER BOOTS

WE OFFER A 10% DISCOUNT TO ALL
RED RIVER STUDENTS ON SKI EQUIP.

with the equipment manager.
All locks must be removed
from the full length lockers in
the Male student locker room
in the South Gym. Basket
lockers may be used on a permanent basis.
All locks must be removed
in the women's changing room
in the South Gym immediately.

Boots:

ROSSIGNOL
HEAD
KNEISSL
ATOMIC

MAE WEST
WHITE STAG
PEDIGREE
SCHNEIDER HOSEN
NEOPRENE GOPHER

LOOK
SALOWION
TYROLIA

HANSON
KOFLACH
TECHNICA
TRAPPEUR
SALES REPS: JIM REIMER
DOUG REIMER
TED VARDALOS

